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Figure 1: Slidecho features a (A) video player augmented with optional audio notifications for new slides, and undescribed
elements, a (B) video timeline that lets viewers play/pause and navigate via slide boundaries, a (C) slides pane that enables
viewers to navigate the slide structure (slides can optionally advance along with the video), and an (D) undescribed elements
pane to quickly gain information about only the slide elements not present in the narration of a video. Edit mode (‘Edit’)
lets people optionally correct Slidecho’s automatically extracted slide boundaries, text elements, and image elements.

ABSTRACT
We present Slidecho, a system that enables non-visual access of
the slide content in a presentation video on-demand. Slidecho automatically extracts slides and their text and image elements from
the presentation video and aligns these elements to the presenter’s
speech. When listening to the video, Slidecho provides learners
with audio notifications about slide changes and slide elements
that are not described by the presenter. The learner can pause the
video and browse the entire slide, or only the undescribed slide

elements, to gain information. A technical evaluation with presentation videos in-the-wild shows that compared to the presenter’s
speech alone, Slidecho provides access to an additional 20% of total
text elements and 30% of total image elements that were previously
not described. Blind and visually impaired participants in our user
study reported that it was easier to locate undescribed slide elements with Slidecho’s synchronized interface than when browsing
the video and extracted slides separately, and using Slidecho they
read fewer slides that were fully redundant with the speech.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Videos are increasingly important for learning online across education, work, and hobbies. When recording educational videos
such as course lectures, conference talks, and TED-style talks,
many speakers use slides as visual aids. When speakers fail to
describe key information in their slides, people who can not see
the slides miss important information and visual jokes [52, 63].
This unequal access to information in recorded presentation
videos adds to ex-isting inequalities in access to educational
content for blind and visually impaired students [10, 11, 35].
To make presentation videos accessible to blind and visually impaired students, accessibility guidelines suggest that speakers [15,
40, 46]: describe the visual content during the presentation [40],
add audio descriptions to the final video [15], and/or distribute
accessible slides that include image descriptions and indicate the
read-order for text [15, 40]. When speakers do not describe their
slides, the speaker or a third party can add extended audio descriptions [15] that pause the video to describe important visual
information in context of the narration (e.g., pause the video after a
speaker says “this insect” to describe that the slide depicts “a fruit
fly”), but such recorded descriptions are time consuming to create
and do not allow learners to flexibly access additional information.
On the other hand, accessible slides let learners fully navigate the
slide content and use the slide’s titles, headers, and lists to skim for
relevant information, but manually navigating the slides alongside
the video to gain information is difficult (e.g., a learner may hear
“this insect” and read through all of the slides until they find
“Image: A fruit fly”). Currently, most presentation videos online do
not fully describe the visual content [52], contain audio
descriptions [8], or provide corresponding slides (e.g., neither TED
videos [5] nor CHI conference videos [4] provide slides).
To make the visual content in presentation videos accessible,
we present Slidecho1, a tool that automatically extracts structured
slides from the video and enables people to flexibly gain more information about slide content as they watch the video (Figure 1).
Given a presentation video, Slidecho first extracts the slides along
with their structured text and images, then uses Optical Character
Recognition (OCR [1]) and image labeling [27] to provide initial
descriptions that can be manually corrected using Slidecho’s edit
mode. Slidecho aligns the narration in the video and the content of
the slides to determine when and what elements are not described
by the speaker – or undescribed elements. As a person watches the
video using Slidecho’s interface (Figure 1A), Slidecho updates the
current slide alongside the video and provides audio notifications
to let users know about slide changes (e.g., “Slide 1”) and undescribed slide elements. When prompted by a notification or the
presenter speech (e.g., “You will use ‘these’ two essay prompts.”),
1Slidecho

is a portmanteau of “slide” and “echo” referring to our audio notifications
for slide numbers and slide content that echo the transitions of the presentation slides
as the presenter speaks.

viewers can fexibly navigate through just the undescribed elements
(Figure 1C) or all slide elements (Figure 1D). Users can optionally
customize Slidecho by turning all audio notifcations or slide and
video synchronization on or of.
We evaluated Slidecho via a technical evaluation of each component of Slidecho’s pipeline, and the novel interactions enabled
by Slidecho via a user study. Our technical evaluation with presentation videos in-the-wild shows that compared to the presenter’s
speech alone, Slidecho provides access to an additional 20% of total
text elements and 30% of total image elements that were previously
not described. To evaluate the interactions enabled by Slidecho, we
conducted a user study with 10 blind and visually impaired participants with prior experience viewing and/or creating slide-based
content. Participants reported that Slidecho’s audio notifcations
and synchronized slide and undescribed elements panes made it
easier to locate visual content that was not described by the speaker
than the traditional approach (our extracted slides and video consumed separately). Participants also read fewer slides that were fully
redundant with the speech (compared to when using the existing
approach) and expressed excitement about using the interactions
enabled by Slidecho in the future for lecture videos, conference
talks, and even live presentation.
In summary, we contribute:
• Slidecho, a system for extracting and fexibly exploring the
slides from a presentation video.
• New interactions for fexibly gaining more information about
video including: undescribed visual element notifcations,
and panes to explore the undescribed visual content.
• A user study comparing Slidecho’s new interactions with
the existing approach.

2

RELATED WORK

As Slidecho makes presentation videos non-visually accessible, our
work relates to prior work on improving the non-visual accessibility of videos, visual content in education and presentations, and
images (including those that commonly appear in presentations like
photographs, charts, and diagrams). Slidecho’s design also relates
to prior work that aligns slides and videos.

2.1

Accessibility of Videos

To make videos more non-visually accessible, professionals traditionally create audio descriptions, or narrations of “important
visual details that can not be understood from the main soundtrack
alone” [2]. Guidance such as the Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG [15]), the Section 508 Rehabilitation Act, and the 21st
Century Communications and Video Accessibility Act require at
least inline audio descriptions, or audio descriptions that play alongside the video, placed within gaps in the speech [49]. Because inline
audio descriptions are challenging to create, prior work proposed
ways to make it easier to author descriptions including task-specifc
authoring tools [3, 14], tools for getting feedback on audio descriptions [47, 59], and a site to host descriptions [33]. Recent work also
explores approaches that leverage Computer Vision and Natural
Language Processing to quickly create audio descriptions by: detecting key visual content [21, 22], generating descriptions of the
visual content [22, 56, 70, 73], and editing descriptions to ft within
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2.3

Accessibility of Images

the time between the speech [51, 70]. Inline audio descriptions
that opportunistically place descriptions within speech gaps will
not always make a video accessible because: some videos such as
presentations rarely have pauses in the speech, and videos can be
inaccessible even when speech is continuous [42]. To make videos
accessible when gaps in speech are not available, authors can add
extended audio descriptions that pause the video in order to play back
description of the visual content (WCAG 1.2.7 [15]). Such descriptions are less common as they are time consuming to create and
add video length, but some task-specifc tools like YouDescribe [33]
let people create them.
A core limitation of all audio descriptions is that they are a static
summary of the visual content on screen, fltered through the constraints of the description type, and what the describer considers
as more or less important. For educational videos, the needs of
description may be particularly varied based on the task (e.g., personal interest vs. fnding an answer to a worksheet). Our work aims
to help people to gain more information about visual content ondemand while preserving benefts of audio descriptions including:
adding description at the time of the narration, and letting users
know about missing visual content that is not obviously missing
from the speech (i.e. providing access to unknown-unknowns).

Slides in presentation videos contain a variety of text, image, and
video elements. Prior work explored hvideos and accessible slides
alone, the synchronizations and noti-fcations provided by Slidecho
improved the overall usability andaccessibility alike, as it enabled
instant access to the existing and ad-ditional slide information
just as users consumed the presentationspeech.ow to make a wide
variety of images accessible on the web [12] or twitter [25] using a single approach per entire image (e.g., crowdsourcing [57],
OCR [12, 25], or reverse image search [28]), or in some cases multiple approaches [24]. However, prior work for describing images
collapses the structure of the image into a single text description
that can be difcult to skim and browse for complex images that may
have long descriptions (e.g., an infographic, a fyer, or slide). Other
work preserved the structure of the image. For instance, Pareddy
et al. proposed an approach for exposing the structure of an underlying screenshot by capturing page structure at the time of the
screenshot [50]. Our work aims to extract then let people navigate
structured image content in the context of the narration about the
image. Slidecho additionally classifes extracted slide elements as
described or undescribed to assist users with information-seeking
tasks.

2.2

2.4

Accessibility of Visual Content in
Education and Presentations

The inaccessibility of tools for producing and consuming the visual content that is used in education for sighted learners is a
long-standing problem for blind and visually impaired students
and teachers alike (e.g., graphical content in STEM classes [11, 26]).
For instance, it can be challenging for blind presenters to create
slides [26], and for blind and visually impaired students to understand a sighted presenter’s presentation when it leaves out important visual content. To make live presentations more accessible
to blind and visually impaired people, Hayden et al. proposed a
note taking system that helps students magnify the lecture content while taking notes [30], and Peng et al. created a tool to help
people remember to fully describe the content on their slides as
people do not always remember to describe the slides even when
instructed to do so [52]. After giving presentations, teachers can
distribute accessible slides such as PowerPoint slides annotated
with descriptions of visual content and in the appropriate read
order [46]. Accessible slides are valuable but non-trivial to create.
Ishihara et al. [34] and Sato et al. [60] created tools to make diagrams more accessible when accessing PowerPoint slides, and to
turn PowerPoint slides into HTML respectively. Still, the presentation slides must be manually navigated alongside the video – a task
that can be tedious ( e.g., when the slide content is mostly repetitive
with the speech), and challenging ( e.g., if the slide boundaries are
not obvious from the audio alone). Outside of formal education,
raw PowerPoint slides (with or without an acceptable read-order
and level of description) rarely accompany the presentation video
– even in popular venues including TED-talks [5], online lectures,
and ACM SIGCHI presentation videos [4]. Our work instead aims to
extract accessible presentation slides from the presentation video,
then let users fexibly navigate between the slides and presentation
video.

Synchronizing Slides and Videos

Prior work aligned segments of a presentation video to parallel presentation slides, for purposes such as note-taking and supporting
slide-based navigation of a video recording [36–38, 62, 65, 66, 72].
This primarily aligned entire slides rather than individual slide
elements to the presenter’s speech. For instance, Tsujimura et al.
and Jung et al. consider real-time alignment of speech to slides
for the purpose of sighted students glancing at the slides during
the presentation to refer to the current speaker’s location [37, 65].
However, the existing work is focused on cases where slides are
already available, which is rarely the case for presentation videos
online. Further, the prior work builds visual interfaces intended for
sighted users glancing at the slide content during the lecture. We instead design a non-visually accessible interface aimed at preserving
benefts of existing methods for making presentations accessible,
leading to diferent design considerations (e.g., image descriptions,
audio notifcations).

3

CURRENT PRACTICE AND GUIDELINES

A few key strategies exist for making presentations and recorded
videos non-visually accessible: (1) describing the visual content
during the presentation (also known as embedded descriptions), (2)
creating audio descriptions after the presenter records their video,
and (3) distributing non-visually accessible slides. To preserve the
benefts of the existing approaches in designing new tools, we leverage established guidelines for describing/distributing slides [7, 19,
20, 40, 46, 48, 54, 67], and audio descriptions [2, 6, 18, 32, 33], developed by and in collaboration with blind and visually impaired
people. We summarize guidelines related to non-visual access to
presentation videos:
Embedding descriptions of presentation content: Describe
relevant visual information on the slides including text, images,
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graphics, and other visual aids (Embedding Guideline 1, or EG1).
When describing visual content, use nouns instead of pronouns
(EG2), and include context and regions of interest (EG3). Before
playing a video, summarize the content, then narrate the action in
short phrases as it plays, or use an audio-described video (EG4).
Audio descriptions: Describe important visual content (Audio
Description Guideline 1, or AG1). Avoid describing content that
can be inferred from the audio (AG2). Start general then progress
to details (AG3). Avoid overlapping audio description speech with
speech in the video (AG4). Do not “spoil” the video by describing
surprising content before it appears (e.g., the speaker provides the
answer to a riddle) (AG5). Use extended descriptions, which pause
the underlying video, only when necessary (AG6).
Non-visually accessible slides: Set an appropriate reading order
for elements (Slides Guideline 1, or SG1), and provide alternative
text for non-text elements (e.g., photographs, charts), unless the element is decorative (SG2). Group related graphic elements to make
tab navigation easier (SG3). Add audio descriptions for videos in
the slides (SG4).
We build on well-established guidelines to design a system that
enables learners to fexibly gain additional information about visual
content as they watch a recorded presentation video. While we
cannot alter how the presenter in a video described their slides (as
EG1-EG4 assumes), we can use guidelines about what (AG1, AG2,
EG1, EG3, EG4 and SG2, SG4) and how (EG2, AG3-AG6) content
should be described to inform (1) when additional description might
be needed (e.g., when the presenter has used a pronoun rather than a
noun to describe content - EG2), and (2) how our system should add
the additional description (e.g., do not overlap description speech
with video speech - AG2, and only pause the video for description
when necessary - AG6).

4

INTERFACE

Slidecho makes presentation videos accessible by letting users
quickly navigate the video alongside the extracted slides. Slidecho’s interface consists of: (1) the video pane that lets users play
back the presentation video (Figure 1A), (2) the slides pane that lets
users navigate the slides alongside or separately from the video
(Figure 1D), and the (3) undescribed elements pane that lets users
navigate through only the elements that the speaker did not cover
on the slide (Figure 1C). Slidecho’s edit mode lets the presentation
author or a third party manually adjust the text recognition, image
descriptions, and slide boundaries.

4.1

Video Pane

Users can listen to and navigate the video using the video pane
(Figure 1A). The user presses alt+shift+slash keys to play and pause
the video. Users can play and pause the video when their screen
reader is focused anywhere on the screen. Users may jump forward
or backward in the video by one slide by pressing alt+shift+right
bracket or alt+shift+left bracket keys, respectively. As the user
listens to the presentation video, they may optionally select to also
hear audio notifcations for slide boundaries (plays back “Slide 3”
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Figure 2: As the video plays back, Slidecho can provide two
types of audio notifcations (that can be toggled on/of by the
user at anytime): (1) new slide notifcations (dark blue), and
(2) undescribed elements notifcations (light blue). A pause
(yellow) occurs after each slide boundary with undescribed
elements to make it easy for users to explore the slide.

when the transition to Slide 3 appears) so that users can keep track
of when new content may be available to navigate. In addition,
users can turn on two types of undescribed element alerts 2: (1) a
short “extra slide elements” alert that plays then pauses the video
when Slidecho detects the speaker has not described one-third of
the slide content and is about to move on to the next slide, or
(2) a read slide elements alert that automatically reads the slide
elements that were not mentioned by the speaker at the end of
each slide. For example, if the presenter gets to the end of a slide
without describing “Attainable” when defning the acronym SMART
(Figure 1), the system will pause the video and use speech to text to
say “undescribed elements: ‘Attainable’, ‘Image: Dart”’. After each
undescribed element alert the video will pause so users can explore
or press a key to continue playing.

4.2

Slides Pane

The slides pane enables users to navigate by the extracted slides
(Figure 1D). Each slide contains text and image slide elements, each
with a description generated either automatically or edited after
the fact by the presentation author or a third-party. As the user
reads through the text and image elements, they can click on an
element to jump to the point in the slide. For instance, if a user
reads a slide with only the text “Outcomes or Objectives?”, they may
click on the element in the slide pane to play the video at the start
of the sentence that mentions the slide element, in order to hear
the (presentation) context of the element in the narration: “there
is no consensus in higher education about the use of the words
‘learning outcome’ and ‘learning objective’ ”. The user may use the
slide pane to read all of the slides all the way through, or they may
click “auto update” to have the slides synchronize with the video
to allow easy access to the relevant slide as the user watches the
video. For example, if a user listened to the speaker describe an
acronym “SMART”, they can jump to the corresponding slide pane
(Figure 1D) and read the acronym text elements in order as a list:
“Specifc, Measurable, Attainable, Relevant, Time-bound.”

4.3

Undescribed Elements Pane

The undescribed elements pane lets the user quickly navigate only
the elements that were not mentioned by the speaker (Figure 1C).
The undescribed elements pane appears only when the slides are
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synchronized the video, and it will include all undescribed elements
for the current slide displayed in the presentation video. For instance, if a user heard the speaker describe the acronym “SMART”
while watching the video, they could jump to the undescribed elements pane instead of the slide pane to navigate to: “Attainable.”
(Figure 1C) If the undescribed element needs more (slide) context,
the user can subsequently visit the full slide on the slide pane to
read that element as part of the entire slide.
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slide segment and assigning the representative slide frame from
original slide segments to the newly constructed ones.

5.2

Describing Slide Elements

To power Slidecho’s interface, we build a computational pipeline
that given an input presentation video: (1) identifes the presentation video type and extracts the slide frames, (2) describes the text
and image elements on the slide, (3) converts each slide into an
accessible HTML format, (4) aligns the tokenized sentences of the
transcribed speech with slide element descriptions, and (5) adjusts
the slide time boundaries based on the alignment results to insert
the audio notifcations.

Slidecho then creates descriptions for slide text and image elements.
For text elements, we use OCR [1] to recognize text on slides. For
image elements, we frst segment out images from the rest of the
slide following prior work [53]. Specifcally, we frst remove the
recognized text from the slide frame using the recognized text
bounding boxes produced with OCR (We remove text only to pick
the bounding boxes, but we add the text back afterwards for the
description and the interface). Then, we scan through the slide
frame for pixel changes using a sliding window and identify the
images as the regions with enclosed boxes bordered by regions with
no visual content. If we do not fnd any image segments, the slide
typically contains only text or a full screen image. We avoid generic
descriptions (e.g., label “text”) by only obtaining a description for
the full slide if the number of text elements fell within empirically
determined thresholds. Specifcally, we extract the whole slide view
as the single image element if the slide contains: few text elements
(<5), objects or scenes (as recognized by a detection API [27], or
many text elements (>100, e.g., a screen shot). Future work may
get descriptions for all full slides and remove generic descriptions
(e.g., “text”). After segmenting each image element, the system
then recognizes the descriptions of image elements using Microsoft
Cognitive Services Vision API to get the resulting captions with
highest confdence score. The generated descriptions or text can be
edited using Slidecho’s edit mode.

5.1

5.3

4.4

Edit Mode

Edit mode allows the end user, presentation authors, or other thirdparties to improve upon Slidecho’s automatic analysis of slide text
and images. Users can click on any slide element to edit its description (e.g., to change the description of an image element from
“graphical user interface or application” to “A poster of the movie
Supersize Me with Morgan Spurlok”). In edit mode, users may edit
the slide boundaries on the video timeline or toggle whether a slide
element is undescribed or not.

5

ALGORITHMS

Extracting Slide Frames

To extract slides from the video, we frst determine what frames
in the video contain slides, and the position of the slides within
the frames (e.g., full screen slide, or slide with presenter talkinghead view). We use Google Video’s Intelligence API [27] to identify
frames that contain the label “public speaking”. If the label occurs
for more than 90% of the video time, we assume the slides are on
screen for the entire video – either full-screen or with an additional
view of the presenter’s head (e.g., Zoom screen-share recordings
with a front-facing camera). To determine the spatial boundary
of the slide, we identify a bounding box that contains the maximum amount of text recognized by Optical Character Recognition
(OCR [1]) across the video. We then detect shot boundaries by using
an existing API [27] that considers edge-based diferences [9] and
OCR text distances [41] for the consecutive video frames similar to
prior work [9, 13, 37, 74]. To assure the slide we extracted would
not be mid-build (e.g., the text was not done being animated in), we
assigned the fnal frame of each slide interval (the time between
adjacent shot boundaries in the video) as the representative slide
frame. If the speakers did not appear over 90% of the time, we identify that the video likely includes the a mixture of slide-focused
views (e.g., full-screen slide, or slide-focused camera) and other
types of shots (e.g., presenters movements or audience reactions).
In that case, we frst apply the same shot boundary detection, and
then remove the non-slide segments (labeled “public speaking” or
“audience” [27]). For non-slide segments, we assign the corresponding slide by extending the time boundary of the closest previous

Converting Grouped Slide Elements into
Web Elements

To format extracted slide elements as an accessible HTML format
that users can skim and browse, we frst group described elements
and determine element read order. Our system supports three types
of grouping structures: (1) text group, or a segment of plain text,
(2) text list group, or segment of text with bullet points or other list
icons where each point of item is the independent text group, and
(3) image.
To form the initial structure of the text groups and the text
list groups, we frst use the block entities recognition provided by
Google Vision API’s dense text detection. In pilot tests the API’s
blocks alone were often inaccurate text groups that commonly
appear on slides (e.g., bulleted lists), so Slidecho further processes
each text block to determine its fnal structure in the HTML slide.
For each block, we frst detect whether the block contains the title
element or not by considering text size and position heuristics (as
in [29, 37]). For each non-title block, the system frst detects if
there are any bullet-point style of symbols [71] at the beginning
of any line. If so, we transform the block into an HTML unordered
list using the spatial relationship between the frst non-symbol
characters of each line to determine list elements.
For the remaining blocks (no bullet symbol or title), we determine
if the block is either a single text group, multiple text groups, or a
non-bulleted text list. For each line of text in the block, if its initial
character is lowercase, we add the line to the last group. If the initial
character is uppercase, we create a new text group of type text list
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or new text group depending on the condition met: (1) text list, if
the frst initial character is indented to the right of the above line,
or if the frst line of block is styled in bold or ended with colon, or
(2) new text groups, if punctuation is found at the end of the above
line. We represent the text groups in their corresponding HTML
structures, and append “Image:” to image descriptions for images
on the slide. After all slide elements are grouped and structured
as web elements, we assign the read order for each of them based
on the their distance from upper left-hand corner following prior
work [52].

5.4

Aligning Slides to Speech

To help users fexibly navigate between the slides and video, and to
easily identify the undescribed slide elements, we align the structured
slide elements with the speaker’s narration. To achieve the goal,
we transcribe the speech using Google Cloud Speech-to-Text API,
which also provides timing for each word and punctuation. Then,
we use the sentence tokenizer from NLTK [44] to parse the text
into sentences. To avoid starting the video mid-sentence when a
user clicks on a slide element, we use the sentence as the minimum
transcript unit for aligning slide elements. For each slide, we frst
the extract the slide’s transcript sentences as the set of sentences
that overlap in time with the slide boundaries (as initially detected
by shot detection), and add to that the sentence immediately preceding the extracted set (to catch the speaker’s transition to the
next slide). Then, we encode each of the slide’s text and image
element descriptions as well as the slide’s transcript sentences to
get their embeddings using the sentence transformer [55] with the
pre-trained RoBERTa model [43]. We compute the cosine similarity
between all possible sentence embedding, slide element embedding
pairs. Slidecho then assigns each slide element to the most similar sentence to determine its narration time. If similarity is equal
for two sentences, we chose the sentence spoken frst. Meanwhile,
we determine an element is “undescribed” if no match exceeds an
empirically-defned similarity threshold of 0.3. In the future, we
could improve the classifcation of “undescribed” using features of
the text, audio, and visuals (e.g., decorative elements may be less
likely to be described).
Because Slidecho uses slide boundaries to insert audio notifcations and update the slide shown in the slide pane alongside the
video, we adjust the visually-detected slide boundary times to better
ft the narration and avoid interrupting the speaker mid-sentence.
Specifcally, if we fnd an optimal element match in a sentence that
starts before the visual transition time, or if the detected slide transition time is in the middle of a speaker’s sentence, Slidecho adjusts
the boundaries to the start time of the nearest prior sentence.

6

TECHNICAL EVALUATION

To assess the performance of Slidecho’s algorithmic components on
presentation videos in-the-wild, we conducted a technical evaluation of Slidecho with 20 online videos containing a total of 88.8 sampling minutes, 158 unique slides and 574 slide elements. The videos
were randomly selected from the previous established dataset [52].
Our sampling achieves a set of videos with a range of presentation
styles (e.g., TED talks, seminars, and course lectures) and domains
(e.g., applied science, nature science, social science, humanities).
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To demonstrate the system performance under the scope of this
work, we excluded videos where the slides were not fully visible
by a human (e.g., due to occlusion or resolution), or the presentation itself contained videos. For each stage of the pipeline, we
report quantitative metrics of accuracy by comparing Slidecho’s
labels to manually labelled ground truth annotations (e.g., correct
slide boundary shots and elements; the best-matching narration
sentence for each slide element) for our video set following prior
works [37, 74], and a qualitative analysis of errors obtained by manually examining the algorithm’s failures, and identifying common
themes.

6.1

Slide Time-Boundary Detection

Our slide boundary detection (visual detection plus post-alignment
adjustment) achieved an F1-score of 97.2% (97.1% precision, 97.6% recall). Boundary detection failures occurred only in live-presentation
style videos that contain a mix of slide, presenter, and audience
shots edited into a video. The detection missed slide boundaries
when the presenter switched the slide, but the video did not provide
a close up of the slide (Figure 3A). The detection added extra slide
boundaries when the video contained multiple close up shots of a
single slide separated by non-slide shots.

6.2

Recognizing Slide Elements

We evaluated the performance of the text OCR detection and image segmentation and recognition results respectively. For text
elements, OCR [1] incorrectly recognized only 1.6% of characters
(mostly special symbols) on the representative slide frames. For
image elements, we reported our image segmentation accuracy and
the description quality quality [25, 58] of the auto-generated image
descriptions. Our image segmentation achieved an F1-score of 91%
(precision: 87.6%; recall: 95.4%) for segmenting out images from
representative slide frames. Our high recall (we extracted 95.4% of
images on the slide) assures that users do not miss out on many
images that were present on the slides – the lower precision implies
that users may navigate over some images that were not segmented
correctly. Such segmentation errors most often occurred when the
prediction segmented many small image elements (e.g., many human faces shown in Figure 3B), rather than grouping them into a
single image element (e.g., one speaker intended to represent the
concept “the public”). Ideas from prior work on grouping together
slide shape elements in slides could be applied in the future to improve the image segmentation step [34]. Microsoft’s auto-generated
scene descriptions for slide images that were correctly segmented,
coded following prior work [25], showed that 18% of generated
descriptions were irrelevant, 45% of them were relevant, 31% of
them were good and 6% of them were great. For example, an irrelevant description recognizes the Wikipedia logo as “A closeup of a
coin”(Figure 3C).

6.3

Grouping Slide Elements

We compared our predicted slide element groups (used to inform
the structure of the slide HTML) to our ground truth slide element
groups. Our method achieves a F1-score of 87.8% (91.5% precision,
89.0% recall). The errors were most common when there were few
text elements (Figure 3D) on the slide (as above, images and shapes
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Figure 3: Errors in Slidecho’s pipeline for extracting slides from a video: (A) Slidecho did not detect a slide boundary because
the video did not include a close-up of the slide [64], (B) Slidecho returned 13 image segments but the presenter intended one
image to represent “the public” [16], (C) Slidecho described this Wikipedia icon as “a close-up of a coin” [69], (D) Slidecho did
not segment individual elements [64], and (E) Slidecho introduced extra segmentation into a single sentence segment [61].
were occasionally grouped incorrectly), and when the text segments
were particularly spread out (the initial block estimation would not
include the separated content as shown in Figure 3E).

6.4

Element-Speech Alignment

We compared our slide element to speech sentence alignment results with ground truth alignment. Our slide element to sentence
alignment achieves an 84.3% F1-score (87.4% precision, 82.1% recall,
20% of talks have an F1 score of >= 90%). The performance of the
alignment was primarily presentation-dependent, such that Slidecho achieved high accuracy for some talks (maximum F1-score of
94%) and much lower accuracy for others (minimum F1-score of
75%). Well-structured talks in which the speaker mentioned each
slide element in turn, and there was not much overlap in the narration used to describe slide elements, achieved high scores. More
casual presentations where presenter’s narration was more loosely
related to the slide content (e.g., a casual discussion might include
redundant mentions of a slide element, or vague references to elements that do not use the same terminology).
In our ground truth labeling, only 14.5% of images had a description of the image present in the narration, and only a subset
of those had a good or great auto-generated description. So, image element to sentence alignments were nearly non-existent (2%
correct predicted alignments). But, images, unlike text, sometimes
occupied the entire slide so users can rely on our high-quality slide
boundaries to fnd coarse regions of narration that described the
image.

6.5

Refection

Slidecho’s near-perfect performance for text recognition and slide
boundary detection (powered by state-of-the-art services) enables
users to view the slide text in its exact form at any time alongside
the speaker’s narration. The ability to view the exact slide text is
important as the slide text signifcantly summarizes the content
in the narration and makes it easy to digest the key points (the
narration is typically at least 2x longer in word-length than the
slide text). In our sample, presenters neglected to mention 1 in 5
of their text elements, such that Slidecho would make 20.4% of all
text on slides newly accessible.
On the other hand, only 37% of all image descriptions had ‘good’
or ‘great’ quality. While image description accuracy could be improved in the future (via future description algorithms, manual

expert editing, or crowdsourcing), 82% of errors consisted of descriptions that were relevant but incomplete such that users could
recognize the need for additional visual information. On the other
hand, some of the remaining 18% of ‘irrelevant’ descriptions could
be misleading (e.g. in Macleod et al. participants imagined reasons
for irrelevant images [45]). Still, speakers often did not describe
their images (85% of all images were not described), and Slidecho
was able to make 30.1% of all slide images newly accessible (i.e. the
speaker did not describe the image and it had a ‘good’ or ‘great’
description). In the interface, each of these undescribed images
would trigger an audio notifcation and the user could read the
image description to identify more information.

7

USER STUDY

Slidecho’s design is informed by existing methods for making presentations more accessible to blind and visually impaired learners
including distributing accessible slides along with the video (to
enable simultaneous browsing) and adding extended audio descriptions (to add information just-in-time). We conducted a user study
with blind and visually impaired people to learn:
• How do blind and visually impaired learners use the slides
alongside the video to gain more visual content?
• How will Slidecho’s speech/video synchronization and audio
notifcations impact blind and visually impaired learner’s
ability to locate relevant visual content?

7.1

Methods

Materials: We selected two popular videos of a similar style and
intended for a general audience (a 3.5-min TED-talk about a 30day challenge [17], and a 5-min TED-talk about online collaboration [69]). We selected short, broadly understandable, and slidebased TED talks such that participants had adequate time to fully
explore the lecture content using our interface. We chose clip boundaries to assure a similar amount of described and undescribed
elements in each clip. We selected one additional short, generalaudience lecture video titled “Learning Outcomes” [68] for a tutorial
phase. None of these lectures were paired with accessible slides, so
we ran all three videos through Slidecho to obtain the extracted
slides and slide-to-video alignment. We used Slidecho’s edit mode
to manually correct image descriptions for the clips to keep accuracy consistent. In total, we edited image descriptions on 4 of 20
slides (7 of 13 total images) to bring image descriptions to a level of
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“good” or above (e.g., changed “a close up of a coin” to “the logo
of Wikipedia”). Meanwhile, we did not edit other system results.
To evaluate how Slidecho’s novel features (synchronized slides and
video along with the corresponding audio notifcations) would help
viewers navigate relevant visual content, we created two versions
of Slidecho: (1) the Slidecho interface with the extracted slides
and video side-by-side without synchronization (i.e. “no-sync”) to
mimic current practice, and (2) the full Slidecho interface with the
extracted slides synchronized to the video with audio notifcations
(i.e. “sync”).
Procedure: We conducted remote user studies via Zoom with 10
blind and visually impaired participants to learn how people would
use our interfaces to navigate videos and slides together to learn
more about the visual content. During each 1 hour long study, we
frst asked participants a few demographic questions (e.g., age, gender, how they would describe their visual impairment) and asked
participants about their prior experience with both recorded and
live slide presentations. Then, we provided a 10-minute tutorial of
the two interface versions using the lecture-style “Learning Outcomes” video. After the tutorial, participants spent time watching
the content of each of two TED videos, each with a diferent interface (sync or no-sync). We randomized the order of the videos and
interfaces that participants saw together to make sure half of the
participants watched each video with an interface diferent from the
other half of participants did. We told them to stop when they felt
they had fully consumed the presented content. After participants
viewed each video, we asked two questions: one that required only
the visual content and one that required only the audio content.
Specifcally, we asked “when is the national novel writing month?”
(speech only, answer: November) and "what does the speaker day
look like after he passed the thirty-day plan of sugar control?" (slide
only, answer: a stack of chocolate) for the 30-day challenge talk. For
the online collaboration talk, we asked "What are the two barriers
for doing large-scale language translations for free?" (speech only,
answer: lack of bilingual people and motivation) and "What was
the speaker’s favorite translation sentence?" (slide only, answer:
"Please apologize for your stupidity. There are a many thank you").
Then, we conducted an interview about their experiences with our
interfaces both quantitatively and qualitatively. We compensated
participants $30 for the 1 hour session via a choice of PayPal or
Amazon Gift Card.
Participants: We recruited the participants using an email list that
the authors had access to (the participants were originally recruited
from social media). Participants ranged from 23-55 years old (3
female, and 7 male) and described their visual impairments as blind
(8 participants) or low-vision (2 participants). All participants had
experience watching slide-based presentations in person and online.
Participants who consumed presentation videos online mentioned
that they had watched: TED talks (6 participants), course lectures (3
participants), tech talks (3 participants), workshop recordings (2 participants), Khan Academy videos (1 participant), and other explainer
or instructional videos (2 participants). Half of the participants mentioned that they rarely found the corresponding accessible slides
for the talk. All of the participants used our interfaces with a screen
reader (5 JAWS, 3 NVDA and 2 VoiceOver) and 1 of them used a
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braille display as an additional modality to access information.
Measure and analysis: We recorded each Zoom session including
the audio for the interview questions, and screen-sharing when
participants used the interfaces. We analyzed the interview by
grouping the interview notes into themes, and returning to the
interviews to extract specifc quotes. To assess how each interface
was used, we tallied whether participants used each interaction type
while watching the recorded session videos. We also collected 7point Likert scale ratings (the higher, the stronger the metric score)
with respect to: “helped me locate the undescribed slide elements”,
“helped me keep updated information across videos and slides”, “the
mental efort required”, “the level of distraction interface caused”,
and “the level of accessibility improvement the interface provided
for the slide presentation videos”.
Study Limitations We manually corrected the auto-generated
image descriptions to assess the interactions provided by Slidecho.
Despite this limitation, Slidecho is currently accurate for 80% of the
slides in the study (e.g., the slides contain only text or already have
accurate image captions). To accommodate necessary corrections
we designed our interface to allow manual expert editing. In the
future, we expect manual correction to be less necessary as image
descriptions improve over time and by reusing portions of speaker’s
narrations as descriptions, our system could make it easier to add
slide alt text. In addition, we selected short TED-style lectures for
the study. These slide-based lectures are accessible to a general
audience, and allowed exploration of narration, text, and images
— that together account for many slide-based talks. Exploring the
impact of talk content (e.g., a technical talk with complex images
and diagrams), length (e.g., a 5 minute talk vs. 90 minute lecture),
and context (e.g., watching an entire lecture vs. watching a short
segment) could be important future research.

7.2

Results

We report on the benefts and trade-ofs of having the synchronized
slides with audio notifcations, and the side-by-side slides and video
in terms of interface use, preference, and scenarios for future use.
Interface Use: Participants spent 6.38 minutes (�=1.98) consuming each video. All participants played the entire video with both
interfaces. Participants read signifcantly more redundant slide elements with the no-sync interface (� = 8.50, � = 0.50) than they
did with the sync interface (� = 3.90, � = 2.17) (� = 38.55, � < 0.01
via One-way ANOVA). Participants also spent signifcantly more
time (� = 7.30 minutes, � = 2.33) using the no-sync interface than
they did using sync interface (� = 5.46 minutes, � = 0.68) (� = 5.20,
� < 0.05 via One-way ANOVA). Despite spending less time viewing
the video content with the sync interface, all participants answered
the factual questions about the audio-only content (1 question per
video) and visual-only content (1 question per video) correctly in
both conditions.
Using the no-sync interface, all participants played the entire
video and read all of the slide elements, either by: (a) reading all
of the slide elements at once after watching the video (6 participants), (b) watching a portion of the video, reading a portion of
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Figure 4: Likert Scale ratings from the user study for 5 questions (helped me identify undescribed elements, helped me fnd
matching slides and videos, mental demand, distraction, and improved accessibility) from 1-low to 7-high and 2 interfaces
(sync and no sync). Full table of ratings included in the Supplementary Materials.
the slide elements, then watching the end of the video, and reading
the rest of the slide elements (2 participants), or (c) watching the
video and reading the slides at the same time (1 participant with a
braille display, and 1 participant with a screen reader). P6’s process
exemplifed the most common approach: P6 played the video until
the speaker said “So I’ll let you read, this person starts by apologizing”, P6 paused the video and read through all slide elements
on prior slides until they reached the corresponding slide (Slide 3),
read Slide 3, then played the video to the end before reading the
rest of the slides. All participants viewed slide content that was
redundant with the presenters speech, and most (8 participants)
viewed the slide content before or after the time it was mentioned
by the speaker (e.g., reading and laughing at a verbal joke minutes
after the audience laughed in the video). P1 uniquely played the
screen reader and the video at the same time such that the speech
track of the screen reader and video overlapped entirely.
With the full Slidecho interface (sync), 8 participants viewed
the slide content when and only when they heard the “extra slide
content” audio alert indicated they were missing information about
the visual content. As one participant described:
“if it says there’s extra content, I will look at the text
of the slide. If there’s not, I’ll just listen along. Cause
there would sometimes be a stretch of like two or
three slides, whether it wasn’t and where, what he
was saying, encompassed everything.” – P8
When participants paused the video to explore the slides, 8 participants visited the undescribed elements pane frst, then subsequently
viewed the slides pane to read the undescribed elements in some
cases (e.g. to understand the context of a standalone video). Compared to no-sync, all participants read fewer slide elements with
our interface, as the audio notifcations made it so participants did
not have to manually search for unknown-unknown visual content.
In addition, when participants did read the slide elements, they read
the slide elements closer to the time of the slide’s narration. For
instance, P2 beat a sighted audience to the visual joke – P2 heard the
joke set-up, paused the video, read the image, and laughed before
unpausing the video to hear the audience laugh.
Interface Preferences: Participants provided both qualitative and
quantitative feedback about their interface preferences. Overall, 8
participants preferred the sync version of Slidecho and the remaining two participants (P4 and P9) preferred the side-by-side no-sync

interface. Among two participants who preferred the side-by-side
no-sync interface, P4 (who uniquely consumed the video and slide
content simultaneously) reported that the no-sync allowed more
fexibility to navigate backwards and forwards through the slides
while the video was playing. P9 (who read the slides frst then
played the video) told us that she preferred the no-sync interface,
because she would prefer anything she was more familiar with. 6
participants said they would most prefer to have both interface
options available.
Participants rated their ability to identify undescribed slide elements as signifcantly better with the sync Slidecho (� = 6.60,
� = 0.66) than with the no-sync interface (� = 5.10, � = 1.14)
(� < 0.01 via dependent t-test) (Figure 4). P5 specifcally liked
that the interface told them where the undescribed content would
be to navigate, reporting “if it wouldn’t tell me that it was there,
I wouldn’t know.” P1 shared that they would view undescribed
content more often with the sync Slidecho interface because: “I
wouldn’t have to make a decision as to whether or not I cared about
the undescribed content when it’s easier to fnd” (P1). Participants
also rated the ease of navigating to the most relevant slide for a
given video time as higher for Slidecho (� = 6.40, � = 0.66) than
with the no-sync interface (� = 4.70, � = 1.62) (� < 0.05 via dependent t-test). As P5 explained, “I didn’t have to navigate the keyboard
near as much as I did with [no-sync]”. Participants also reported
that they gained agency when being able to get the complete and
updated information: “The updated slides let me feel that I was
really participating in the talk and I didn’t have to be worried about
if I was left behind.’ (P6)
Surprisingly, participants also rated the more complex Slidecho(sync) interface as signifcantly less mentally demanding (� =
3.00, � = 1.18) than the no-sync interface (� = 5.30, � = 0.90)
(� < 0.01 via dependent t-test). P2 mentioned that when refecting
on the mental demand of Slidecho “I have to pause [the video]
still at the right time, but it’s a lot easier to know when to do that.”
However, they pointed out that they would like to add a system
mode for Slidecho that would automatically pause at the end of all
slides (Slidecho only automatically pauses for slides where there
are more than 33% unmentioned elements, which occurred for 60%
of the slides in our two video samples). Similarly, participants found
Slidecho (sync) interface to be less distracting (� = 2.40, � = 1.50)
than the no-sync interface (� = 3.70, � = 1.35) , but the diference
was not signifcant (� = 0.064 via dependent t-test). P8 explained
that the audio notifcations and pauses “I don’t think it’s really
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distracting to me at least. I think that what it’s doing is, is worth
the stop start.” On the other hand, P5 reported that the unsynchronized interface was more distracting because needing to search for
a relevant slide to match speaker’s narration would take you out of
what the speaker was saying.
Overall, participants rated the synchronized interface as improving the accessibility of the presentation video signifcantly better
(� = 6.90, � = 0.30) than the non-synchronized interface (� = 6.00,
� = 1.00) (� < 0.05 via dependent t-test). As explained by P7,
“I think the interface with synchronized information and corresponding alerts provided me more granular access to some of the
mysterious points at the most closest moment as it can possibly be”
(P7). P3 expressed how Slidecho’s improved accessibility enhanced
their engagement with the content: “Knowing that there will be
audio notifcation to indicate what I have missed help me keep
engaging in the content itself. Usually when I found there were
things being inaccessible in the video and continued for a certain
amount of time, I might just skip the content. The interactions make
me stay focused as the audience since I knew I can review what I
need to additionally know without putting too much efort to seek
by myself” (P3).
Interface Improvements: Participants also provided some suggestions on how we can improve the current interactions. A few
participants commented on Slidecho’s text-to-speech synthesis: “I
would prefer only hearing the audio feedback from the JAWS instead of some voice generated from the web since I already felt there
were too much information scattered around the website nowadays”
(P4). Slidecho only uses text-to-speech for audio notifcations (e.g.,
“Slide 1”, “Extra slide content”), and in the future we could use participant suggestions to include a status pane with header that alerts
audiences about the undescribed content through text. For the audio notifcation, we could also explore non-speech sounds. Though
our participants customized Slidecho (e.g., one participant turned
of new slide notifcations), participants suggested additional customization options including: changing the hot keys for changing
interface panes, and changing the notifcation content and speed.
Participants also wanted to toggle between synchronized slides
(that support video-frst exploration) and unsynchronized slides
(that support slide-frst exploration). We provide this toggle in the
updated version of the interface.
Past Experiences and Future Use: In the pre-task interview, 7
participants reported they had received slides before or after a
presentation in the past, but that in most cases these slides were still
not completely accessible (e.g., lack of image descriptions, wrong
read order). For online presentations, participants reported that it
was even difcult to fnd any available slides. Refecting on their
prior experience, 4 participants mentioned during the formative
interview that they would always prefer to play the video frst
then read through the slides afterwards (e.g., as compared to audio
descriptions, or interleaving navigation with watching). After using
Slidecho, all 4 of these participants preferred and wanted to use the
synchronized interactions that interleave the video and slides in
the future.
In the post-task interview, the ideal context for the use of each of
interface varied between participants. When discussing about the
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context of future use of the sync interface, 2 participants mentioned
they would use it for recreational videos (e.g., some of the TED
talks), 4 of them will use it for class lectures and 1 for tech talk.
As for the no-sync interface, 5 participants would like to use them
(along with the note-taking), 1 for recreational video and 1 for more
detailed instructional videos. 3 participants replied that they would
like to use both interfaces at any applicable scenario.

8 DISCUSSION
8.1 Supporting Complex Elements and New
Domains
Slidecho supports presentations with structured text and images.
The performance of Slidecho provides especially accurate slide
segmentation, text recognition, and grouping of common text structures (e.g., lists, paragraphs) for presentation videos in our sample.
In future work, we will support more complex text structures including tables and equations. To do this, we will need to better
recognize the text characters and the relationships between them
to provide high-quality structured HTML of the content. In addition, in the future we could also use existing non-visual approaches
to navigate structured image and text content such as diagrams
and graphs in the context of Slidecho, as well as consider how to
describe such content given the specifc context of the speaker’s
narration. Slidecho also does not yet support GIFs or videos that
appear in slides – but prior work may be used to improve the
accessibility of this media [23, 51, 70]. While we explored only presentation videos, Slidecho could be applied to many types of videos
that feature static frames for showing text and images including:
late night news programs that use slides as visual aids, documentaries, explainer videos and photo slideshows. Our interactions for
supporting non-visual explorations could also be further applied
to more dynamic videos as well – replacing slide segmentation
with visual event segmentation. Future work might also examine
the applications of these interactions to live lectures (e.g., by exploring near-realtime algorithms for detection and segmentation)
and eventually other types of video streams.

8.2

Creating Audio Descriptions for
Presentations

Audio descriptions provide people information about the visual
content in a video in context with the narration (e.g., a character
says “Look at this!” and the audio description immediately says
“Cindy holds a tangerine.”). In the user study, participants used Slidecho to gain visual information in context with speaker’s narration
in the current slide, before moving on to the next slide and video
segment – thus, viewing visual information closer to the narration
context than they did with the current approach (watching the
entire video, and then watching the slides afterwards). However,
there is room to improve the timing of the descriptions of visual
content that the speaker is missing. For instance, speakers occasionally mention multiple elements on the screen before the slide
(e.g.,“I’ll let you read this...” for the frst slide element, followed
by “Here is the next question...” referring to the second element).
Using Slidecho in these cases, viewers still need to remember what
reference refers to what element (even if for a shorter amount of
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time than the prior approach). In the future, we could detect visual
references [42] (e.g., “this” and “here”) then place descriptions of
the undescribed context within a pause and provide just-in-time
descriptions as an additional option to users. We could further
consider humor (e.g.,indicated by laughs) and suspense (e.g., open
questions in presentations) to make sure we time the descriptions in
a way that preserves enjoyable aspects of the presentation. We may
also consider exporting such descriptions to a standalone video, but
additional work would be required to make sure the undescribed
element would be understandable from the audio alone (e.g., a list
element might not make sense without its heading).

8.3

How Can We Provide More Accessible
Presentation Media?

Presentations are a key medium for informative content. While
it is urgent and important to make presentations accessible, they
can provide a challenging starting point in terms of trying to use
Computer Vision or even novice work (e.g., via Amazon Mechanical
Turk) to describe their underlying visual content. The videos we
selected in our study were accessible to a general audience, but
many presentations require deep domain expertise (e.g., a microscope slide of a cell, or a factory process diagram) to understand
the media and prioritize visual content to create an informative
description. Thus, we can not rely on fully automated solutions
becoming available soon for some types of content. How should
we move forward? Prior work suggests tools for helping presenters
describe their slides at the time of the presentation [52] and creating
accessible slides [34]. To add additional descriptions to images after
the fact, Communitysourcing [31] or Learnersourcing [39] may be
good approaches to collaboratively create better descriptions for
media in the context of the learners or area experts that are also
consuming the presentation content. Within our own community
of expert presenters (e.g., CHI, ASSETS) we may consider encouraging presenters to release their accessible slides. In the future, we
could consider tools to collaboratively edit descriptions of the slide
content (to gain interpretations from diferent points of view) and
interfaces like Slidecho to help people consume the high-quality
accessible slides more quickly.

9

CONCLUSION

Many presentation videos remain inaccessible to people with visual impairments because the visual content is not described by
the speaker, and the slides are unavailable (or inaccessible). We
present Slidecho, a system that makes presentation videos accessible to people with visual impairments. Slidecho’s algorithmic
pipeline extracts structured and accessible slides from the presentation and aligns the slide elements to the speaker’s narration.
Slidecho’s interface instantiates new interactions that augment
the plain video interface with synchronized slide information and
audio notifcations to alert users to undescribed elements. By allowing participants instant access to additional slide information
as they consumed the presentation speech, Slidecho improved the
accessibility of presentation videos.
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